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A

the Time-Event Matrix: An Extension of Methods Dist I ;-,j

Siegfried Streufert

The Pennsylvania State University, College of Medicine

In a previous technical Report (ONR No. 3, 1981), Streufert and Streufert

presented, among other material, seven formulas designed to measure components

of complex decision making. These formulas were based on two decades of

development, representing orthogonal measures of decision making processes

(in contrast to decision content). Validity information for these measures

has been reported by a number of authors.

*With the advent of a complex experimental micro-computer-assisted

simulation to assess task performance, it appeared useful to expand our

current measures and to include a number of additional scoring techniques.

Such process measurement, as it has been developed to date, will be discussed

in this report.

The "decision matrix" discussed in the previous technical report is,

in effect, a time/event matrix which can be quite useful to assess a number

of performance processes (in addition to, or instead of, complex decision

making). Further, the matrix may be extended from the current two dimensions

to three or more dimensions, allowing for the inclusion of additional variables.

The basic time variable in the two dimensional matrix does, of course, remain

in all cases. However, while the decision variable may continue to be

utilized, a third variable might, for example, be communications, etc. The

0- measurement formulas that will be presented in this report are based on a two-

dimensional matrix, but can easily be amended to allow for three or more-

dimensional measurement. In the following pages, the time/event matrix and

83 06 28 006
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fifteen measures based on it will be discussed in considerable detail. The

measures include the original seven presented in Technical Report ONR No. 3,

although one of these (Spread across Decision Categories) has been slightly

modified on the basis of recent data collection experience. Print-out score

number of computer based time/event matrix scoring for two recently developed

micro-computer assisted simulations* are provided to assist those who wish

to use that research vehicle. Details about the simulation itself will be

presented in a subsequent technical report.

PURPOSE OF THE TIME/EVENT MATRIX

The task of an individual or a task-oriented group operating in the

world outside of the laboratory is rarely limited to deciding on a single

event within a limited context. For example, most decision makers in applied

settings must respond to an ongoing series of inputs from their environment.

The resulting output is usually a sequence of actions determined in part by

some plan and in another part by the necessities of dealing with current events.

The output may consist of primarily "respondent" actions or it may reflect some

degree of "strategy", i.e. decisions which are interrelated with each other and

occur in a planned sequence to achieve some kind of goal. Whether or not

individual or group actions do reflect pure respondent behavior, whether they

reflect some kind of strategy (and the level and/or characteristics of "hat

strategy) may be of considerable importance for the outcome of the task effort.

The majority of previous researchers have not focused on measuring or describing

such differences. To alleviate that problem, Streufert and associates have

developed a time/event matrix to help researchers or observers to identify

the different kinds of actions and their frequencies, as they occur in naturally

complex task settings. Reliability and validity of these measurement tech-

niques have been established in previous efforts.

The following pages will describe how time/event matrices are con-

4 structed on the basis of individual or group performance. Subsequently a

number of formulas describing performance measures will be provided and

explained. The formulas based on the matrix (to be presented in the last

section of this paper) have been shown to reflect generally orthogonal

*developed at Pennsylvania State University under this contract with ONR and at
Science Applications, Inc., McLean, VA under a contract with ART.



measurement of performance style and performance outcome. Addi tional

measures may be developed on the basis of the time/event matrix where

needed.

THE MATRIX

Performance quality, particularly in complex tasks, is determined by

at least two components of the individual or group effort: (1) appro-

priate knowledge about what responses are potentially correct or incorrect

(where possible) and (2) the ability to develop a plan, to respond at the

right time and with optimal combination of responses, i.e. the use of

strategy. The time/event matrix was designed to measure the latter of the

two components. In many cases, the first component, i.e., appropriate

content knowledge and understanding of the task situation can be assumed,

as long as sufficient training and experience is available. However,

persons with training and experience can differ widely on the second

characteristic.

Time/event matrices can be used to measure a variety of task per-

fcrmance activities, depending on the interests and orientations of the

researcher or observer. This paper cannot cover all of the purposes for

which the matrix can or has been employed. For greater ease of communi-

cation, we will focus on decision-making matrices as an example for all

matrix possibilities. It should be remembered, however, that most other

performance areas, aside from decision-making, could have been selected

equally well.

The time/event matrix technique was primarily developed to measure

the interrelationships among actions over time and the effects of infor-

mation flow which precedes those actions. As suggested above, the matrix

is not sensitive to the content of actions (e.g., decisions) and will not

distin~guish between "correct" and "incorrect"1 actions. If quality of

4 content is of concern, additional measures (beyond those discussed here)

will have to be selected to obtain complete information about overall

performance levels. However (as suggested earlier), where personnel is

well trained and/or experienced, that will frequently not be necessary.
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Details about the construction of time/event matrices will be

discussed below. At this point it is merely important to be aware that

these matrices capture all data about incoming information, about de-

cisions and other actions based on that information, about interrela-

tionships among information and decisions as well as interrelationships

among decisions (e.g. strategy). These matrices may be used to collect

data on a number of measures which reflect how task oriented individuals

or groups process information and how that information processing deter-

mines or affects observed performance. Measures based on the time/event

matrices may be considered "intermediate" assessments of performance

quality. They provide a necessary vehicle for estimating and defining

important action antecedents of performance (criterion based) quality,

particularly in complex tasks.

Tasks and their requirements differ. The same strategy is not

necessarily useful in all task settings (aside from differences in

knowledge content). As a result, the measures derived from the time/event

matrix should be carefully validated against each general performance

task. Many tasks will, of course, produce quite similar patterns of

"optimal" measurement levels to criterion. As a matter of fact, a number

of validations have shown that specific score levels for the measures that

will be presented later tend to be quite robust across a number of tasks

and a number of performance environments. Where adequate training and/or

sufficient experience is likely to result in few (if any) content errors

in performance, predictions of quality task performance made on the basis

of matrix measurement is, consequently of substantial value. In addition,

the matrix may be expanded into 3(or n-) dimensional space, permitting

measurement and prediction of additional relevant variables as they impact

on, or interact with, task performance and the measures of task perfor-

mance and that will be discussed below.

ESTABLISHING THE MATRIX

The two dimensions of a matrix are time and action (here decision)

types. Each will be discussed in turn:

6
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(1) Time.

Time in the matrix is plotted horizontally. There are no particular

restrictions on the gradations to be used (no matter whether time proceeds

normally or is - as in some simulations - expanded or condensed), except

that events which occur sequentially and independently of each other must

appear on different time points. The time dimension moves from the left

to the right. The units of the scale used are not of significance, except

that decision-making sequences which are to be compared must contain the

same scale units (since the formulas should calculate comparable values).

(2) Decision Types.

Decision-making tasks and settings differ. Consequently the types of

decisions employed differ as well. For example, executives dealing with

the potential purchase of another corporation may be concerned with such

action areas as establishing the value of the other company, determining

potential duplication of effort, etc. On the other hand, military

decision makers may be concerned with troop movements, air support

decisions and so forth. In other words, groupings of decisions (decision

types) must be established separately for each general group of decision-

making situations. Selection of decision-making types is best done by

experts in the field. The types selected should be inclusive; where

possible of approximately equal breadth, and conceptually meaningful and

consistent. The types should clearly differ from each other in activity,

method, meaning, etc. Decision types should provide the potential for use

by the decision maker. While some decision makers would likely use one

group of decisions, others may use a different group, of course with

considerable overlap.

While there is no restriction on the number of potential decision

types that might be represented in a time/event matrix, decision types

should be selected so that decision makers utilize, on the average,

somewhere between ten and twenty different types of decisions' in any time

sequence that lasts for several hours. Note, however, that these sugges-

* 1Since decision makers would rarely employ all available decision types,

the potential for considerably more than 10-20 decision types (as in more

general terms action categories) may be provided.
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tions are ideal requirements and do not supercede the practical charac-

teristics of decision-making situations. For example, if a decision

situation requires only one kind of decision, one cannot "manufacture"

other decision types by hook or crook. In effect, the use of the decision

matrix in such simple situations would not be of any value. For example,

if all actions reflected troop movements, then splitting decisions by the

unit moved may not be of value.

(3) Decision Points.

Once time is plotted horizontally and decision types (as selected,

for example, by an expert panel) are plotted vertically, each decision

made by an individual or a group of decision makers (as desired by the

researcher or observer) can be represented by a point placed vertically

underneath the time when that decision was made (or announced, or trans-

mitted, again depending on the intent of the researcher or observer) and

horizontally next to the decision type represented. All decisions can be

so placed in the matrix. Decisions made at the same point in time may be

I connected with vertical lines. Decisions representing the same decision

* type may be connected with horizontal lines.

(4) information Input.

In the matrix, as used so far, information input is only considered

* as it relates to decision output (this limitation was chosen for con-

* venience and is not necessary). Any unit of input which leads to an

output is marked (e.g. by a *) under its appropriate (input) time and in

-. I front of (on the same decision-type line as) any decision made as a

* consequence of that input. The input is placed in advance of each output

-~ which it produced, i.e. it may occur on more than one horizontal

(decision-type) line. The distance on the horizontal between the input

and the decision point reflects the time elapsed between receipt of

* I information and relevant response.2

(5) Diagonals

As stated above, we are interested in the relationships among

decisions as they reflect, for example, the development of plans or

* I 2 See the section on Integration Time Weight (below) for a discussion of

time measuirement.
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strategies. Consequently we wish to know whether a decision made at one

time is related (leads) to a decision at a later time. Where a decision

of one decision type is made to make a later decision of another type

possible, the two decisions are connected across time with a diagonal line

with an arrow-head pointing forward toward the later decision.3  If two

decisions show an isolated relationship to each other, a single arrow is

drawn. If, on the other hand, the decision maker(s) decides to engage in

decision types A and B at time one to allow for action C in the future,

and wants to accomplish C to allow D to occur even later, and if all these

decision are actually made in time, a longer chain of diagonal connections

is established:

TIME

A

B

C

o

V) E

F

Lii

FIG. 1.

* Horizontal and vertical lines were omitted for greater

ease of communication.

4

Number, length and interconnectedness of forward diagonals will be of

importance in several of the measures that are discussed below.

3 Such diagonal connections in the matrix will later be referred to as

"integrations".



Diagonals are sometimes drawn with arrowhead facing backwards. If, for

example, a decision maker or a decision-making group engages in action A

without considering a future action, but later finds that action A is now

of use when a later action is decided upon, a backward arrow diagonal

between the later action and the previous action may be drawn. As a rule,

interconnectedness among backward diagonals does not occur with great

frequency.

(6) End Effects.

Whether or not a diagonal is drawn depends, of course, on whether a

planned later decision is indeed produced as a follow-up to the earlier

decision. Where a decision task ends abruptly, the opportunity to carry

out that later decision may not exist. Such an event could arbitrarily

limit the number of diagonals produced by decision makers as it is

reflected in the obtained measures (see below). Where decision making is

measured in experimental settings, randomization of time periods re-

* flecting or containing potentially differing environmental conditions may

be of importance to avoid a constant error. Calculations of probabilities

of diagonal connections may be utilized as well (see the measurement

section below).

(7) Establishing Relationships in the Matrix.

For purposes of analysis, it is important to establish clear rela-

tionships (a) between inputs and subsequent output decisions and (b) among

*decisions which are causally or strategically related (as shown in

diagonals). The only perfect representation of these relationships exists

in the brian of the decision maker(s) at the moment the relevant decisions

are made. Any measure of those relationships can, consequently, be

subject to some error. Clearly, it is important to opt for the least

- amount of error in any experimental or observational setting. Certainly,

the error levels would likely be much smaller in a well designed complex

experimental simulation than in an ongoing free environment. In experi-

mental simulation, records of planning can be obtained during the planning

- process. In real-world task environments, such less precise techniques as

* post-hoc interviews are required.

-
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Ideally, the decision maker(s) should be asked immediately (upon

making a decision) to indicate (a) any information received upon which the

decision is based, and (b) any planned subsequent decisions that they

*might employ as a follow-up to a current decision. With some efforts,

this can be achieved in complex experimental simulations (the participants

may have to be persuaded, however, that indicating previously received

* information and indicating planned future decisions would be of value to

* them in terms of long range outcome). In many free simulations (parti-

cularly if interrupt control is lacking) and in the observation of

* real-world decision-making environments these kinds of questions cannot be

* asked. Collecting data from participants in the decision-making task after

* completion of the task often introduces serious bias. The only remaining

solution requires experts to consider the decisions made and to judge

whether these decisions were responses to previous information and/or were

* part of a decision-making sequence that should be represented by diagonal

connections. Hopefully, interjudge reliability for such a task is high.

Previous experience has shown that judges produce little variable error in

making their judgements. As long as the judges have no particular biases

* for or against certain decision makers which they are evaluating, constant

errors across the various samples result in little comparison error among

- decision makers or decision-making groups.

Establishing connections between inputs and decisions on the basis of

* expert judgments is relatively easy. Respondent decisions are typically

* . directly related to the verbal content of the information received or

describe the same location or information source contained in the input.

When such commonalities are seen, a connection may be assumed to exist.

* More difficult is the establishment of connections among decisions.

* Obviously, where one decision directly refers to a previous decision

("Order the unit which we moved to quardrant X5 to fire on ........ 1) a

* diagonal connection is directly established. However, is this a forward

or a backward diagonal? If we were able to ask the decisions maker(s)

about future decisions, when the decision to move the unit was made, then

*we do now know. If we were not able to ask (in free simulations of the
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type described above or in real-world applied decision-making settings),

then we cannot know. In these cases forward and backwerd diagonals cannot

be distinguished and arrowheads cannot be drawn.

Let us return to the decision-making settings where relationships

among decisions (connections) must be judged by expert observers of the

decision-making sequence. Where no clear relationship is stated by the

decision maker(s), aids must be used to determine whether relationships do

likely exist. Such commonalities among decisions as addressee, location,

action etc. are useful for this purpose. The most reliable of ti! is

probably location. In a military setting, to give a relatively s le

example, moving artillery to guadrant X5, asking it to fire on Y4 :ving

infantry to Y5 and finally ordering the infantry to attempt to t

would reflect a series of interrelated decisions across time. It .,aould

be noted here that moving troops to Y5 and another troop unit (both

* infantry) to X5 (at a later time) would not result in a diagonal con-

nection: both represent the same decision type. This outcome is inten-

* tional: repetitious action is not necessarily representative of strategic

action. If, on the other hand, both units are later asked to attack Y4,

* connections between the two movements and the later attack would be drawn.

* Obviously, a few decision sequences may be difficult tc judge in terms of

*their potential interconnectedness. To the degree to which the judge can

develop a picture of the strategy decision makers used (or if the judge

* can obtain advance information about their plans), the determination of

strategic relationships will be considerably easier. In any case, if,

* after considerable thought, the judge is uncertain whether two decisions

- are or are not related to each other, it is better to err by omission.

* Uncertain relationships (interconnections) should not be scored to avoid

artifically inflating some of the measures (below) which can show near

quadratic effects of erroneously scored relationships.

An example of two decision matrices is provided on page 10. The

figure shows decision matrices by two groups which differed in their

decision-making styles (complexity).
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MEASURES

As stated before, the measures to be presented here are generally

orthogenal to each other and have been shown to be reliable and valid

*i (criterion validity) for a number of task settings. Additional measures

* can be developed if they are useful for a specific task at hand. Calcu-

lation of the measures assumes that the time/event matrix has been drawn

(by computer, if obtained from an experimental simulation, or by judges,

if obtained from a free simulation or a real-world decision-making

environment). The various measures reflect different kinds of task

performance. In-and-of-themselves, each measure cannot be considered a

reflection of "good" vs. "bad" performance with regard to any particular

*! criterion without considering momentary demands (e.g. environmental

conditions). Without question, there are situations where long range

planning (as reflected in the QIS measure, below) is of considerable

value, and there are situations where such planning would be superfluous

and inappropriate since task demands may require immediate (e.g. respon-

dent, see below) actions. Each measure and its purpose is discussed

below. Where necessary, examples of how to calculate these measures will

be provided. For convenience of communication, we will again use decision

making as our example. It should be remembered, however, that many other

effects may be measured instead (or in addition, in 3-or n-dimensional

matrices).

1. Number of Decision Categories. (Measure 3)4

This measure is a simple count of the number of decision categories

which decision makers use during any specified time period. Any category

which is part of the count may have been used once or more than once. The

measure reflects whether a decision maker is likely to select smaller or

larger numbers of action types. In addition, further analysis could reveal

whether decision maker(s) are likely to select certain specific actions

4 For the convenience of those who wish to use the micro-computer based

simulations developed by Streufert, Swezey and associates, the measure

number printed by the scoring program is provided in parentheses.

a
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and eliminate others from consideration. The basic measure may be written

as

P

where C is the number of categories employed and 1 through P is the time

period of participation in the simulation that is of interest for analysis

and interpretation.

U 2. Spread across Decision Categories. 5 (Measure 15)

Z : 2(dca - dCb) + (dCd - dee)

where, d is the number of decisions

dCa is the number of decisions from the category or categories

representing the upper ten percent of decision frequency,

dCb is the number of decisions from the category or categories

representing the lowest ten percent of decision frequency,

dCd is the number of decisions from the category or categories

representing the upper fifty percent of decision frequency,

and

dCe is the number of decisions from the category or categories

representing the lower fifty percent of decision frequency.

A high value of this measure suggests that the decision maker(s), while

not necessarily totally ignoring potential decision categories, is

nonetheless spending the major effort on a limited number of activities.

5This measure has been slightly modified compared to previous applica-

tions.
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For example, an executive who makes most of the decisions specifically

related to profit or a military commander who lets the infantry do nearly

all of the fighting without considerable support by other units would

score high on this measure. A low score, on the other hand, would reflect

a more well rounded approach to a decision-making problem. The measure is

not meaningful if only one decision category is utilized.

Example.

Let us assume that decision maker(s) made a total of fifty decisions

during a given period of time. These decisions represented the following

decision types:

Decision Type Number of decisions

A 5

B 10

C 20

D 3

E 8

F I

C 3

* Total: 50

The upper and lower ten percent would represent a value of 5 each (10% of

fifty) while the upper and lower 50% would represent values of 25 each.

Decision Type Category C is included in the upper 10%, providing a value

of 20 (the number of decisions in that decision type category) for dCa.

Decision Type Categories D, F and C are included in the lower ten percent

providing a value of 7 for dCb.

Decision Categories B and C are included in the upper 50%, providing a

value of 3C for dCd.

S
Decision Categories B, E, A, D, F and C are included in the lower 50%

providing a value of 30 for dCe.



The resulting calculation for spread across decision catagories is then:

2 (20 - 7) + (30 - 30) = 26.

Another, somewhat simpler way of calculating spread involves averaging

the frequency counts of all decision categories utilized.

3. Average Spread Across Decision Categories. (Measure 16)

The formula for Spread Across Decision Categories is to some degree

affected by the number of categories used (and/or available). To correct

for potential errors, particularly when many decision categories are

qI available and utilization differs widely among individuals or groups, an

additional measure was introduced. This measure divides the score for

* spread across categories by the number of categories utilized. The

average spread measure is not assumed (or demonstrated) to be orthogonal

from Spread Across Decision Categories. It may be calculated as

p

_T 2 (dca - dCb) + (dCd - dCe)

P

For the example of decision types and decision frequencies on page

the obtained numerical score would be 26 (the value obtained for the

Spread Across Decision Categories measure) divided by the Number of

Categories measure, here 7 = 3.7143.

4. Number of Decisions. (Measure 1)

This measure reflects the amount of decision making activity. It

4 consists of a count of the number of decisions made, i.e. the number of

points in the matrix.

I



5. Number of Integrations. (Measures 4 and 7)

P P P P

if or '(ib) or (ib+if) =
1 1 1 I

where if are forward integrations (relationships, i.e. connections among

decision-making points with diagonal arrows pointing forward),

ib are backward integrations (relationships, i.e. connections among

decision-making points with diagonal arrows pointing backward),

i are integrations i.e. relationships where directionality cannot be

Sestablished.

As discussed earlier, some decision-making tasks (particularly

* real-world decision-making settings where the researcher or observer

* x .cannot interfere) do not lend themselves to questioning the decision

maker(s) about the intent of decisions. Consequently it may be impossible

to determine whether a connection (relationship) among decisions reflects

* forward integrations (planning a later decision at the time an earlier

decision has been made), or reflects backward integration, (using a

previous decision to advantage although the connection was not considered

. at the time the earlier decision did occur). However, where possible,

forward diagonals in the matrix should be counted as forward integrations;

backward diagonals should be counted as backward integrations. Transla-

tion of diagonals into integration scores is achieved on a one-to-one

basis: Counting the number of diagonals of a specific type produces the

relevant integration score. Where no distinction between forward and

* ibackward diagonals could be made, integrations are counted without concern

for the direction of arrowheads.

* Example.

For simplicity's sake, let us return to the example matrix in Figure

* 2, page 10. The upper matrix contains two forward diagonals, i.e. a score

* of 2 for if (forward integrations). It contains three backward diagonals,



i.e. a score of 3 for ib (backward integrations). The score for i (if +

ib) would be 5. Obviously the score for the lower matrix in figure 2 is

considerably higher.

The measures concerned with number of integrations, integration time

weight and QIS depend on the diagonals connecting an earlier and a

subsequent decision, indicating that the earlier decision made the later

decision possible (strategic time sequence). Where an entire matrix is

analyzed, simple counting or statistical processing of the number of

diagonals is sufficient. However, if an experimenter or observer is

concerned with a limited time period as part of a larger decision time

seqoence (e.g. if difterent experimental conditions are introduced into an

expe rimental simulation or if artificial or natural probes are utilized in

a free simulation), diagonals will often cross the time lines that

describe a period of interest. In that case, diagonals are counted as

part of the time period during which they originate. If distinctions

between backward and forward integrations (diagonals with backward and

forward arrows) can be made, then backward integrations will be credited

to the period of the subsequent (of two) decisions. Forward integrations

-.ill be credited to the period of the initial (of two interconnected)

decisions. If no distinctions between forward and backward diagonals will

be made, all diagonals are credited as integrations to the initial

decision. Again, enough time should be permiLted after the last probe to

*" allow integrations (connected to earlier decisions) to actually occur.

Similarly, if specific experimental variations are utilized in experi-

mental simulations, the variations (if manipulated "within" across time)

should be randomized to replace constant error with variable error in the

research design. Adjustments to reduce error due to the end of a measure-

ment period are discussed below.

6. Integration Time Weight. (Measure 6)

P

I

0.



Where the measure for number of integrations was merely concerned

with the frequency with which connections (strategic relationships) do

occur among decisions, the measure of time weight considers the length of

* time of future planning. The measure utilizes the individual integrations

* discussed in the integration measure (diagonals) but measures each

diagonal on the time dimension (in units chosen by the experimenter or

* observer, see above) and replaces the value of 1 (for the occurrence of

the diagonal) with the value of the time length. Consider, for example,

the matrix example in Figure 3, below:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TIME

A

Bj
Q-Ca

66

FIGURE 3.

The time weight for the forward integrations (diagonal connections)

* between the initial decisions B and H which are connected to decision C

* represents two time units each (remember that time units are selected by

the experimenter/observer but must beheld constant if numerical com-

parisons among scores for different decision makers are to be made). The

connection between decisions C and D represents four time units. The

connection between D and C represents one time unit, and finally the

connection between C and D represents two time units. The total score for

4 Integration time weight in this matrix is then 2 + 2 4 4 + I + 2 =11.

7. QIS Quality of Integrated Strategies. (Measure 9)

*p
2..W(I + n p + nf)
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'he re W represents the length of the time dimension for any forward

* integration (or any integration, if distinctions between

forward and backward integrations cannot be made). W is the

last measure discussed above (integration time weight)

n p is the number of other forward integrations (or any inte-

gration, if distinctions between forward and backward

integrations cannot be made) connecting to the decision

point representing the initial decision in a diagonal

connection between two decisions and

nf is the number of forward integrations (or any integrations,

if distinctions between forward and backward integrations

cannot be made) connecting to the decision point repre-

senting the subsequent decision in a diagonal connection

between two decisions.

The number of integrations nlp and nf here include only those integrations

which are directly connected to either the initial (np) or subsequent (nf)

decision points.

The QIS measure is concerned with the degree to which planning

(strategic behavior) follows an overall pattern vs. is composed of a

number of separate unrelated plans. While the score for number of

integrations may, for example, be the same in either case, an overall plan

connecting all components of the decision-making sequence in a combined

strategy would result in a higher; separate strategic plans would result

in lower QIS scores. QIS measures tend to distinguish between decision-

making quality more when decision makers operate at advanced decision-

making levels. QIS scores would not exceed integration Time Weight scores

* when all integrations are made without reference to each other, i.e. where

an overall strategic plan does not exist or is not developed.

* Example.

Let us again return to Figure 3, page 17. A QIS value would be esta-

blished for each diagonal in the matrix. Let us initially take the

diagonal which is connecting B and C. We already concluded that its
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weight (W score is 2. There are no diagonals connecting to its beginning

point. On the other hand, there are two diagonals connecting directly to

its end point. The score would be

2(1 + 0 + 2) = 6.

The same value of 6 would also be obtained for the H to C diagonal.

* The C to D diagonal with a W value of 4 connects to two other diagonals at

* its beginning point and one other diagonal at its end point. Its score

would be

4(1 + 2 + 1) =16.

-In turn the D to C connection would be

1(0 + I + 0) =2.

*Finally, the G to D diagonal maintains its W value since there are no

- diagonals connected to either the initial nor the subsequent decisions:

2(1 + 0 + 0) =2.

- For this matrix the total QIS score then would be

6 + 6 + 16 + 2 + 2 =32.

8. Multiplicity of Integration.

The multiplicity measure is closely related to the previous (QIS)

measure. It does, however, not take time between the original decision

and the planned future decision into account. While this measure is not

considered to be orthogonal to the QIS measure, it is designed to be

* supplemental and potentially more meaningful than the QIS measure in

* situations where responding (including strategic - integrated -

responding) must occur quite rapidly or where the time delay between

- original and subsequent decision is more a function of task demands than

of decision planning characteristics. The formula for multiplicity can be

* directly derived from the foratula for Quality of Integrated Strategies by

* removing the time weight term W:

P

* (1+ nl + nf)

Sp
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9. Weighted QIS. (Measure 10)

Weighted Quality of Integrated Strategies (WQIS) is an extension of

the QIS measure to obtain scores for the sequential chain of inter-

connections among integrated decisions over long periods of time (i.e.

multiple long term strategic actions that are coordinated). Where the QIS

formula calculated the time weight for an integration (diagonal connection

between decisions points differing in time) and multiplied that weight

value with the number of other diagonals connected directly to the

-i beginning point (initial decision) and the end point (later integrated

decisions) of an integration, the WQIS measure considers all integrations

*(diagonals) which lead in chain sequence to the decision which begins the

integration, and all integrations (diagonals) which follow the later

integrated decision, as long as there is no interruption in diagonal

(integration) links. Because of the multiplicative nature of this

measure, quite high scores can be obtained when additional links are added

in any strategic chain of decisions. Where no more than three decision

points (differing in time) are connected with diagonals (integrations),

the WQIS measure will not differ from the QIS measure. Where four

decision points (three sequential diagonals) are involved, the measure

*" will not differ for the middle integration, but will differ for the outer

two integration diagonals. With an even greater numbers of diagonal

connections in chain sequence the score for WQIS would considerably exceed

.* the QIS score. The formula for WQIS can be written as

P

W(l + npp + nff)

where

n is the number of forward integrations reflected in the

term n p for the QIS measure plus all other forward inte-

grations connecting to these integrations, and so forth,

until all integrations (diagonals in the matrix) which

connect to each other and can be traced without interrup-

4 tion to the beginning point of the forward integration of

interest have been exhausted.

4
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flff is the number of forward integration reflected in the term

flf for the QIS measure plus all other forward integrations

connecting to these integrations, and so forth, until all

integrations (diagonals in the matrix) which connect to each

other and can be traced without interruption to the later

decision have been exhausted.

all other terms are the same used in previous formulas.

For the example in Figure 3 on page 17 the WQIS score would be

* 2(1+0+3) + 2(1+0+3) + 4(1+2+1) + 1(1+3+0) + 2(1+0+0) = 38.

10. Number of Respondent Decisions. (Measure 2, without time limitation,

see below)

P

Zr

where r is any decision made within a given time period (see below) after

receipt of relevant information, if that decision is made in

direct response to the information.

Whether a decision is made in response to previously received

information should ideally (as discussed earlier) be determined via an

immediate response of the decision maker(s) but may have to be determined

by competent judges if access to the decision maker(s) for questioning is

not available.

Different decision-making situations require diverse time frames for

the processing and accessing/communicating of information and subsequent

decisions. Respondent decisions (as defined here, see some potential

modifications below) are made quickly in response to incoming information.

* The decision output is usually not extensively pondered or considered in

* terms of some existing or emerging plan (strategy). For example, a

respondent decision to the intrusion of enemy aircraft into friendly

airspace may involve immediate defensive action. Certainly the reasons

*'for that intrusion may be considered subsequently and may be reflected in

* future activities that may or may not be strategic (reflective of plan-

ning). Nonetheless the initial1 action, occurring as immediately as
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possible, represents (often quite appropriate) one-to-one responding to

the information. The time limitation between receipt of information and

response which determines whether a decision was made quickly enough after

receipt of that information to qualify as a respondent decision must

depend on the constraints of the decision-making situation. In other

words, that time frame must be determined individually for each group of

decision-making settings of interest. Nonetheless that time frame cannot

be changed from one decision-making measurement to the next, if com-

parisons are to be made.

As stated on page 5, information inputs are located in the time/event

* matrix in front of all relevant actions (on all relevant horizontals) as*

* or star points. Measurement of the length of time between input and

* decision follows the same time scale used for determining the weight of

* diagonals (page 14). Respondent decision values for each input-decision

* time sequence are added to a total value. Several decisions in response

* to a single item of information (if made within the set time limit) are

* counted separately.

it should be noted that two variants of the respondent decision-

making measure have been used with success. one is "retaliatory decision

making". In this measure sequences between information receipt and

decision are not included in the score for "Y' if the decision is con-

nected with other decisions by a forward or backward diagonal. As

modified, the measure of retaliatory decision making provides an estimate

of non-strategic respondent behavior. Another modification of the

respondent decision-making measure eliminates the time constraint on the

information-decision sequence. Here all decisions made in response to

information (no matter how much delayed) are counted. Such a measure

determines the amount of respondent activity. It may be further modified

by dividing that value by the total number of decisions to obtain the

degree to which decision maker(s) behave in a more responsive way (as

* opposed to taking more of an initiative). Note, however, that the

modifications of the respondent decision-making measure are not statisti-

cally independent (orthogonal) of each other. Nonetheless they can be

quite useful for specific research or observation intents.
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11. Average response speed. (Measure1)

p

>tr

r

p

where tr is the elapsed time between information receipt and sub-

sequent respondent decision, and

r p is the number of respondent decisions made in the time

period between 1 and p.

The response speed measure simply reflects the rapidity with which

decision maker(s) respond to incoming information with respondent de-

cisions. The time length between each input and the subsequent decision

is measured; the sum of those measures is divided by the number of

responses to information. For this measure it is worth while to consider

a value for r (number of respondent decisions) which is not constrained by

a time limitation between information receipt and subsequent decision.

12. Serial Connections. (Measure 12)

The serial connection measure is similar to the Number of Inte-

* grations measure but counts interconnections between decisions that are

placed into the same decision category. For example, if decision makers

decide to move troop unit A and plan to subsequently move troop unit B

(and, when movement of B is carried out recall that they moved A as an

* atecedent to the movement of B) then a forward serial connection is

established: Both decisions fall into a single decision category: troop

* movement. They are, by themselves, not likely to reflect an ongoing

strategy unless they are also interconnected with other decisions drawn

* from different categories (to which they would be connected with diagonals

4 in the matrix). Serial connections without integrations often reflect a

stagnating series of moves that may fail to take complexities of the task

environment into account. If associated with strategic moves (as re-

* flected in high scores on such measures as Number of Integrations or QIS),

4 they may be part of a general (e.g., in the military, an encircling)

strategy.
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Serial connections may be measured (as were number of integrations)

in terms of forward, backward or general connections between decisions of

a single category:

P P P P

Z isf or isb or > (isf + isb) = is

1 11 1

where isf are forward seLial connections, and isb are backward serial

connections.

13. Planned Integrations. (Measure 13)

*Not all actions, here decisions, which are planned as a follow-up to

. current actions are actually carried out in the future. Time demands,

changed situations, forgetfulness, new strategies and more may be the

cause of lacking follow-up actions. In some cases, an incomplete con-

nection between a current action and a planned future action may indicate

poor strategy. The Planned Integrations measure reflects the number of

times decision makers fail to carry out a subsequent future action that

had been planned previously. The formula for planned integrations can be

written as

P

ipf

1

where ipf is a planned forward integration which was not carried out in

the future.

Planned integrations that did not come to fruition may be compared

with the number of integrations which were completed to obtain an estimate

of the degree to which decision makers do operationalize their plans. This

score would be reflected by the formula

P P

*, Finally, the planned integration measure may be utilized to estimate

the assumed time value for number of integrations where that measure is

truncated by the end of a measurement or observation sequence (e.g. at
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final participation periods in experimental simulations or at the retire-

ment of an executive or officer prior to final completion of a task).

Under these conditions, it may not have been possible to complete all

.- future decisions which were planned when a previous action was initiated.

As a result the uncorrected measure for number of integrations would

underestimate the strategic planning of the decision maker. This cor-

• rection may be calculated as:

c

1
°.f

C

Zif
1I

where 1 through C is any prior time period (or periods) to which a time

period under analysis is to be compared.

The obtained value of this correction is then multiplied with the

total number of intended integrations:

+ if
',. !I fp

to obtain the estimated value of corrected Number of Integrations. Unless

the corrected value is less than the actually obtained score for Number of

Integrations, the Number of Integrations score may be replaced by the

*. corrected score. Similar calculations may be employed to correct other

- measures which are based on forward or backward integrations.

. 14. Multiplexity F. (Measure 5)

The Multiplexity F measure has some similarity to the Weighted QIS

measure but differs from that measure in two ways: (1) similarly to the

Multiplicity of Integration calculation it does not take the time between

0 the original decision and the planned future decision into account, and

(2) it focusses only on plans which are related to or are subsequent to

the planned future decision. In other words, the measure is concerned with

0



the complexity of future strategies (viewed from any one present point in timc)

only. Bv necessity, this measure is truncated by the limitations imposed by

time: where the participant in the task is forcibly removed from his setting

within the near future from any one action or where the task is about complete,

the Multiplexity F me sure is necessarily going to produce a lower score.

When the degree of task completion or when time to separation from the task

is taken into consideration, such a measure can be quite valuable as it stands.

However, where the measure is to stand representative for general performance

at any point in a task, it is worth while to divide Multiplexity F by the time

to completion of the task (possibly truncated by a maximum value which has

to be developed on the basis of maximum possible planning in the particular

task at hand.

Multiplexity F may be written as:

(1 + nff)

i1

where nff is the number of forward integrations reflected in the term nf

of the QIS measure plus all other forward integrations connecting to these

integrations which either connect to the planned future decision or originate

in that future decision and later decisions to which the future decision is

connected, until all integrations (diagonals in the matrix) which connect

to the planned future decision or represent subsequent serially connected

* diagonals (without interruntion) are exhausted.

To measure general multiplexity, the formula may be modified:

P
> (1 + nff)

n4 ff

t
r

where t is the time remaining in the task.
r

15. Measures of Performance Quality

Criterion performance quality measures are not immediately obtained

* From the time/event matrix. iflie the matrix reflects the utilization of

hdec sion-mak ing styles which form intermediate levels between general

decision-making meau;res and criterion measures, they are not in--and--

of-themselves measures of quality unless validated for speciific decision-

makin- settings. While vailidation has occurred for several research based

and applied settings (e.g. executive decision making), it is strongly
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suggested that the stylistic measures by re-validated for each setting and

in each type of environmental stress condition. Previous research has

* shown that the measures described above respond considerably to (for

- example load) stressor conditions. As discossed earlier in this paper,

different task requirements may also favor different measures (above) as

4 correlates or repre.jentational values for performance quality criteria.

It should be remembered that we have been describing measures of task

performance which are not based on the content quality of the actions

taken. We have assumed, that the decision makers (or other organizational

personnel) have been well trained in their respective tasks, and that

outcome is going to be less likely based on knowledge of the task content,

but more on how that knowledge is appropriately used. Where such assump-

tions cannot be made, additional measures of performance content will have

-. to be introduced.

* 16. Additional measurement.

Again, as stated earlier in this paper, additional measures may be

developed from the matrix as required by some research or observational

* intent for a specific task setting. Further, other measures may be

* related to or combined with (e.g. multiplicatively or as ratio values)

with the measures utilized here. The time/event matrix is a generally

useful tool to describe the task performance process (and sequence) of

* individuals and/or groups. There is, however, nothing sacred about the

measures developed from the matrix. While they are independent of each

other, such independence reflects statistical and mathematical rigor, not

applied necessity. Varimax rotation to orthogonality (used for the

* development of the measures on the basis of raw data matrices) does not

necessarily reflect all applied decision-making characteristics or

settings. Measures obtained in future efforts may well be oblique to each

other, or may interact with non-measured phenomena. Development of

measures, based on the matrix, which best reflect the specific performance

criterion of interest cannot be rejected on the basis of mathematical

* purity. The measures listed above have been shown to be quite robust in

relationship to criterion performance. They will likely continue to be
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robust; nonetheless modification of these techniques or development of new

techniques based on the matrix is to be encouraged, where it is required

be external criteria.

0
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